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ABSTRACT. Let Y be a CW-eomplex with a single O-eell, let J( be its Kan group,
a free simplicial group whose realization is a model for the space rlY of based
Joops on Y, and let G be a Lie group, not necessarily eonnected. By means of
simplicial techniques involving fundamental results of KAN'S and the standard W
and bar constructions, we obtain a weak G-equivariant homotopy equivalence from
the geometrie realization IHom(K, C)I of the cosimplicial manifold Hom(K, G) of
homomorphisms from K to C to the space MapO(Y, BG) of based maps from Y to
the classifying space BG of G where G acts on BG by eonjugation. Thus when Y
is a smooth manifold, the universal bundle on BG being endowed with a universal
connection, the space IHom(J\, G) I may be viewed as a model for the space of based
gauge equivalence classes of connections on Y for all topological types of G-bundles
on Y thereby yielding a rigorous approach to lattice gauge theory; this is illustratcd
in low dimensions.
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Introduction

In gauge theory, oue usua11y studies the space of gauge equivalence c1asses of
connections on a principal bundle 01' sui table subspaces thereof. The geometry of
the space of connections is quite siluple since it is an affine space. However its
analysis is luore intricate, and suitable choices of topologies and of cOlllpletions IUUSt
be lnade, depending on the concrete problem under consideration. The mirac1e is
that these analytical problems disappear on the space of gauge equivalence c1asses
of connections. The present paper and its successor [24] provide a step towards an
explanation for this. Usual gauge theory could be viewed as non-abelian singular
cohomology and, in asense, we offer here a corresponding cellular approach: Let
Y be a finite CW-colnplex with a single O-cell and G a Lie group, not necessarily
connected. Let !( be the Kan group on Y [30]; this is a simplicial group whose
realization is a model for the space !1Y of based loops on Y. By lneans of Siluplicial
techniques involving fundamental results of I<AN '5 [30] anel the standard W - and
bar constructions, we sha11 obtain a G-equivariant map <I> from the realization l?-ll
of the cosilnplicial G-olanifold 1-l = HOln(!(, G) to the space MapO(Y, BG) of based
maps from Y to BG where G acts on BG by conjugation, and our main result,
Theorem 1.7 below, will say that <I> is a weak homotopy equivalence. One coulcl
say the clonlain of <I> gives a cOlnplete set of combinatorial data which detenuine
a bundle with a based gauge equivalence class of connectionsj the latter is given
by the value of the data in MapO(Y, BG) under <I>. We do not know whether <I>
is in general a genuine homotopy equivalence. For a closed topological surface, in
Section 2 below, we briefty indicate a construction of a homotopy inverse of <I>.
When V is a sphere sq, q ~ 1, with the usual CW-decomposition with only two
cells, the lnap <I> boils down to the standard relationship between MapO(Sq-l, G)
and MapO(Sq, BG) ~ MapO(Sq-l, nEG) induced by the standard lnap froln G to the
space nBG of based loops on BG. In general, every topological type of principal
G-bundle on Y gives rise to a group of based gauge transformations; topologica11y,
the space l?-ll alnounts to the union of the c1assifying spaces for these groups, one
such space for each topological type. Here the universal G-bundle EG -+ BG is
understood endowed with the universal connection, as exploited by SHULMAN in his
thesis [45], see also our follow up paper [24], and hence a based "sluooth" map from
Y to BG determines a based gauge equiV'dlence class of connections on its induced
bunclle. For a k-sphere, the space of based lllaps from a (k - 1)-sphere to G has
already been taken as a model for the space of based gauge equivalence classes of
G-connections on the k-sphere at various places in the literature, cf. e. g. [3] (2.3).
Dur construction offers a generalization thereof, to arbitrary (finite) CW-complexes
Y, where it yields a kind of gauge theory on Y. Aspace similar to 11-l1 has been
studied in [19].

Vvhy do we resort to the space 11-l1 at all? Apart fronl the lack of good comparison
between Hom(ny, G) and MapO(y, BG), for our purposes, there is quite a different
reason: The object 1-l = HOln(!(, G) is a smooth cosimplicial lllanifold which is
finite dimensional in each degreej we do not see how this could be manufactured
directly froln i1V. This finite dimensionality of 'tl in each degree will be crucial in
[24]: in that paper we shall carry out a purely finite dimensional construction of
the generators of the real cohomology of MapO(y, BG) and hence of the generators
of the real cohomology of the offspring moduli spaces from which for exalnple
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Donaldson polynonüals are obtainecl by evaluation against suitable fundamental
classes corresponding to moduli spaces of ASD connections. Another application in
[24) will be a purely finite dimensional construction of the Chern-Simons function for
an arbitrary 3-manifold. This answers a question raised by ATIYAH in [4] where he
COmll1ents on a possible combinatorial approach to the path integral quantization of
the Chern-Silnons function. In fact, our paper [24] may be viewed as a step towards
a cOlnbinatorial construction of "topological field theories". Perhaps a suitable
quantization thereof then yields 3-manifold invariants of the vVitten-Reshetikhin
Turaev kind, cf. e. g. [34]. This would provide a rigorous construction of Witten's
topological qllanttlln field theory [51]. Our paper [24] generalizes prior constructions
in [33] and [48] and, furthermore, the subsequent extensions thereof in [21], [22],
[25], [27], [28]; in fact, it yields the "grand unified theory" for a general bundle
on an arbitrary cOlnpact sll100th finite dimensional manifold searched for by A.
\i\Teinstein [48] and established by L. Jeffrey [28] for the special case of a trivial
bunclle over a closed surface Y.

Trying to generalize the extended moduli spaces constructed in [21], [22], [25],
[27] to arbitrary bundles over arbitrary sn100th manifolds, we discovered that these
extended moduli spaces may be found as suitable subspaces of the realization of
the requisite cosimplicial manifolds; see Section 1 below for details. This suggests
that the searched for general extended 1l10duli spaces should be found within the
realizations of cosinlplicial lnanifolds of the aformentioned kind. We illustrate this
in Sections 2 - 4 below.

In asense, the extended moduli space constructions carried out in the cited
references rely on the fact that a closecl topological surface different froln the 2
sphere has a combillatorial model which can entirely be described in terms of the
fundamental group sinee such a surface is an Eilenberg-Mac Lalle space. Now for
a bundle on an arbitrary spaee Y, such a naive approach will fail when Y is not
an Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaee. Our pnncipal innovation is to take as eombinatorial
model for Y the simplicial nerve (01' bar construction) of the I(an group K on Y.
This idea is behind the eonstructions of the present paper, and the structure of the
simplicial nerve of 1{ will explicitly be exploited in our follow up paper [24]. In a
sense, the cosill1plicial lnanifold of homonlorphisms from 1( to the structure group G
generalizes the usual description of based gauge equivalence classes of flat connections
in tenns of their holonomies to arbitrary connections. This statelnent can be lllade
lnuch more preeise: The geometrie realization !]{I of ]{ is a topological group and
the geometrie realization of the cosimplicial manifold 1-1.. of homonlorphisms from ]{
to G amounts to the spaee of continuous hOlnomorphisms from IK] to G. In the
eontext of smooth bundles this lnay look a bit odd at first and it seems difficult to
view [1(1 as a Lie group but a replaeement for a missing spaee of smooth n1aps from
11(1 to G is provided by what we eall the smooth geonletrie realization 11-l..Ismooth of
the cosimplicial manifold 1-1.., cf. Seetion 1 below; it is (weakly) homotopy equivalent
to l?-ll anel may be viewed as a model for the space of based gauge equivalence classes
of connections. The lack of decent slnooth structure on 11(1 is not a problelll of
infinite dilnensions; artificially, 11(1 can be endowed with a kind of smooth structure
by acljointness but for our problem of stucly there is no need to do so and we do
not know what kind of insight such a smooth structure on 11(1 would provide. Dur
ultimate hope is that framed moduli spaces for various situations may be found
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within spaces of the kind l?-l!smooth.
For the case of a bundle on a closed surface E, the present more general con

struction involving a model for the full loop space rather than rnerely a presentation
of the fundamental group of the surface [21], [22], [25], [27], [28] already goes
beyond the earlier extcnded rnoduli spacc constructions: Thc realization l?-ll of
tl = Hom(I(E, G) contains the spaces of based gauge equivalence classes of all
central Yang-Mills connections [2], not just those which correspond to the absolute
minirnurn 01', equivalently, to projective representations of the fundamental group 1r

of E, and hence the space Itll cOUles with a kind of Harder-Narasilllhan filtration.
The latter cannot be obtained frorn the earlier extended moduli space constructions.
See Section 2 below for details. Perhaps information about the rnultiplicative struc
ture of the coholllology of rnoduli spaces can be derived from the resulting models
in [24].

By illeans of the sinlplicial groupoid constructed in [17] for an arbitrary connected
simplicial set the present approach can be extended to arbitrary connected sirnplicial
complexes, in particular, to triangulated srnooth manifolds. In the non-abelian
cohomology spirit, this will amount to a simplicial gauge theory. It rnay be viewed
as a rigorous mathematics approach to lattice gauge theory. In fact, the above
cosimplicial manifold ?-l = Hom(I(, G) rnay be viewed as aspace of parallel transport
functions, cf. e. g. [40] for this notion. More naively, given an ordered simplicial
complex, viewed as a simplicial set, contracting a nlaximal tree yields a simplicial
set with a single vertex, and the construction of I{an group can be applieel. To
keep the present paper to size, we plan to give the details elsewhere. See also
the remark at the end of Section 1. Dur approach somewhat establishes "a link
between classical algebraic topology and the more recent gauge theory developments
in low dimensional topology: our models for the space of gauge equivalence classes of
connections involve classical low dimensional topology notions such as identity among
relations (Section 3 below) and universal q'uadratic group (Section 4 below). We
intend to describe a corresponding rigorous quanturn lattice gauge theory elsewhere;
see e.g. [12] for renewed interest on this topic in the physics literature.

In arecent paper by Caetano and Picken [13], a certain topological group with
a kind of snlooth structure has been introduced which serves as a model for the
based loop space, and one can then study the space of hornolllorphisrlls into the
structure group G; this space is weakly horllotopy equivalent to the space denoted
above by Itll. Our approach in ternlS of the I{an group has the advantages of
being purely finite dimensional and hence being directly related with lattice gauge
theory, thereby avoiding any of the technical details of smooth structures in infinite
diInensions.

Any unexplained notation is the sarne as that in our paper [21]. Details about
cosimplicial spaces may be founel in [8] and [10]. All spaces are assumed to be
compactly generated, that is to say, a set that meets every compact set in a closed
set is closed.

I anl indebted to S. Bauer, H. J. Baues, ancl D. Puppe for discussions, and to
J. Stasheff for a number of rnost helpful conlments on a draft of the manllscript.
The paper has been written during a stay at the Max Planck Institut at Bonn. I
wish to express my gratitude to it and to its director Professor F. Hirzebruch for
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hospitality and support.

1. The finite luodel

Write .6. for the category of finite ordered sets (q] = (0,1, ... ,q), q ;::: 0, and nl0notone
nlaps. vVe recall the standard cofaee and codegeneraey operators

ci; [q - 1] -t {q],

7]i; [q + 1] -t [q],

(0,1, ,j - 1,j, , q - 1) I-t (0,1, ,j - 1,j + 1, ... , q),

(0,1, ,j - 1,j, ,q+ 1) I-t (0,1, ,j,j, ... ,q),

respeetively. As usual, for a simplieial object, the eorresponding face and degeneracy
operators will be written d j and si' Recall that a cosimplieial object in a eategory
C is a covariant funetor froln ß to C. For eXalnple, the assignment to [q] of
the standard simplex V[q] = 6. q yields a cosimplicial space V; here we wish to
distinguish clearly in notation between the cosimplieial space \7 and the category
6.. Let }{ be a free simplicial groupoid, for example a free simplicial group. The
siInplicial strueture of ]( induces a strllcture of eosimplieial manifold on the groupoid
homolnorphisms Honl(K, G) from ]( to Gj here G is viewed as a groupoid with
a single objeet. For q ;::: 0, we shall henceforth write H q = Horn(K q ,G) so that
1-1. = Hom(](, G) lllay be depicted as {Ho, H1 , ••• ,Hq , • .• } with the requisite smooth
11laps between the constituents induced by monotone maps between finite sets.

The geometrie realizatioll 11-I.j of 1-1., cf. [8], [10], is the space 11-l1 = Hom~ (\7, 1-l)j
this is the subspace of the infinite product

(1.1 ) Ho x Map(.6. 1 , HJ) x ... x Map(.6. q , Hq ) x ...

consisting of all sequences (<Po, </Jl, ... , </Jq, ... ) having the property that, for each
monotone map 0: [i] -+ [jJ, the diagraIn

(1.2)

(J. ) 6..
J

commutes.

When K is countable the geollletric realization J](I of ]< is a topological groupoid,
cf. e. g. [39] where this is proved for simplicial groups. In general, one has to
take eOlnpaetly generated refinelnents of the product topologies on the spaccs
where COlllpositions are defined. Henceforth we suppose !( countable. Then the
cosiInplieial Inanifolcl 1-1. = Hom(]<, G) provides a model of the space Hom(I]<I, G)
of continuous homomorphisms from 1]<1 to G. In fact, for q ;::: 0, adjointness yields
a canonical Illap from Map(.6. q , Hom(]<q, G)) to Map(Kq x .6.q, G), by construction,
the space Hom(I](I, G) eanonically elnbeds into the infinite product of the spaces
Map(Kq x 6. q, G), anel we have the following tautology:

Proposition 1.3. Adjointness induces a homeomorphism between Hom(I]<I, G) and
IHom(](, G)I.

More formally, the geometrie realization 1]<1 is the eoend ]( 0~ \7, cf. e. g. [36],
allel we have an adjointness

IHom(I(, G)I = Hom~(\7, Hom(]{, G)) -t Hom(I{ 0~ '7, G) = Hom(I]<I, G).
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Henceforth we shall exclusively deal with free simplicial groups. We recall [30]
that a graded set X = {XO,X1 , •.• }, where ..Y q ~ K q , for q:2: 0, is called a set of
(free) generators for !( provided !( is freely generated by X as a siInplicial group.
That is to say:

(1) If q:2: 1 anel 0::; j < q then 8j x = eq-l, the neutral element, for every
xE X q .

(2) For each q, the set X q together with all the degeneracies SuSv .•• swx E !(q,

for x in some X r, freely generates !(q (as a free group ).

A set X of free generators together with all its degeneracies is then called a CW-basis
for K, and for every q ::; 1 and every x E ..Yq , the value 8q x E ](q-l is called the
attaching element of x.

REMARK. Here we give preferred treatment to the last face operator, as is done in
[29], [30]. This turns out to be the appropriate thing to do for principal bundles
with structure group acting on the right of the total space.

It is proved in [30 (2.2)] that every free simplieial group has a CW-basis. By lueans
of a CW-basis, the geometrie realization 11i1 of 1i may be realized within aspace
smaller than (1.1) above. In AN DERS 0 N 's terminology [1], the cosimplicial space
1i is primitive over the projection luaps Pq from Hq = Hom(Kq , G) to Pq = e Xq ;

this means that, if a runs over the (%) surjection~ from ß q to ßk for k < q, the
product of Pq and the Pk1i(a) provides a hOlueomorphism

Given (cPo, cPl, ... , cj;q, ... ) in J1iI, for q 2:: 0, write 'l/Jq: ß q --+ Pq for the cOluposite
of cPq with the projection from Hq onto Pq • For q 2:: 1, the "last coface lnap" eq

from [q - 1] to [q] induces the affine Inap froln ß q- l to ß q which identifies ß q- 1

with the last face of ß q , that is, with the face opposite the last vertex. We now
consider the product

(1.4)

It is finite when Y is cOlllpact. Henceforth we write eXq = e when X q is empty.

Lemnla 1.5. The assignment to (1)0,1>1,''' 1 1>q, ... ) 01 ('l/Jo, 'l/Jl, ... ,7/;q, ... ) induces
a homeomorphism Irom J1i1 onto the subspace 11-l1' 01 (1.4) consisti1lg 0/ all sequences
(I/Jo, 1./J 1 , .•• , 7j;q, ••. ) 01 maps 1./J q whose restriction to alt but the last faces 01 ß q has
constant value e E eXq and which satislY the recursive requirement that, lor each q,
the diagram

commute.

Proof. For k < q, each (affine) surjection from ß q to ßk induces a continuous map
from Map(~k,Pk) to Map(ßq , Pk) and these asseluble to a continuous map from
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Map(.6k, Pk) to Map(.6 q , p~n). These maps, in turn, assemble to a eontinuous
map from 11l1' into (1.1) whieh yields a eOlltinuous inverse of the n1ap from 1111 to

l?-tl'. 0

Following [30] we shall say that a CW-eomplex Y is reduccd provided it has a
single O-cell and, for every (q + l)-cell c, the characteristic lnap r7e from ß q+1 to Y
has values different froll1 the base point at most on the next to the last face, that
is, on the one opposite to the vertex Aq where the vertices of 6. q+ I are nUlnbered
Aa, ... ,Aq+1 • We note that it is unCOlnmon to have a CVv-complex with cells which
are images of silnplices but the present description is an ilnportant ingredient for
I<AN 's results which we sha11 subsequently use. A twisting function t from the first
Eilenberg subcomplex SY of the total singular complex of Y to a simplicial group !(
is said to be regular provided (i) the elements t(r7e ) where c runs through the cells
of Y of dimension at least one form the generators of a CW-basis of ]( and (ii) for
every subcolnplex Z of Y, the image t(SZ) of its first Eilenberg subcon1plex SZ is
contained in the simplicial subgroup of !( generated by the t(r7e ) for c in Z. To any
reduced CW-complex Y, I<an's construction [30] assigns a free simplicial group !(Y
together with a regular twisting fUllction t froln SY to KY [30] and, furthermore,
to any free simplicial group !(, the reverse construction of I(an's assigns a reduced
CW-cornplex Y!( together wi th a regular twisting function t from SY!< to !<, so
that Y !(Y ~ Y and ](Y]( ,...., !(. For each (q + l)-cell c with characteristic map r7e ,

since dj r7e is the base point when j =I- q, the twisting function t satisfies

di (tr7 e ) = t(d i r7e ) = e, 0 ~ i < q,

dq (tr7e ) = t(dqCTe )t(dq+1CTe )-l = t(dqr7c ) E ]<q-l,

Si(tO"e) = t(SiO"e), 0 ~ i ~ q,

eq+l = t(Sq+l CTe).

See [30] for details. The cosimplicial structure of 1l lnay 1l0W be described as
follows: For each (q + l)-cell c, with characteristic map CTe, write Ge for the factor
of Hq = Hom(Kq, G) which corresponds to the free generator t(CTe ) of K q. For
o~ j < q, the composite of the coface n1ap cj from Hq- 1 to Hq with the projection
onto Ge is trivial while the composite

Hq- 1 = Hom(](q-l' G) --+ Ge

of the coface map eq froln Hq- 1 to Hq with the projection onto Ge is given by
the assignment to a E Hom(](q-l' G) of the value a(t(dq (r7e ))). The rest of the
structure is now completely detennined by the requiremellt that ?-t be a cosimplicial
space.

The regularity of the twistillg fUllction t entails that the total complex of the
associated simplicial prillcipal bundle 7r: SY Xt ](Y -t SY is contractible whence !{Y
is a loop complex 0/ SY under t. VVe 1l0W explain what this means for us: The
geolnetric realization of 7r is a prillcipal I]<j-bulldle with base ISYI. Pick a hOll10tOpy
inverse CT from Y to ISYI of the counit €: ISY! -t Y of the adjointness between
the realization and singular complex functors. Whell Y is itself the realization of
a (reduced) simplicial set there is a canonieal such map CT. Whether or not this
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happens to be the case, a induces a principal 1](I-bundle K.: P --+ Y on Y with
contractible total space P. In particlllar, a standard homotopy theory construction
yields a hOlllomorphism from the (Moore) loop space rlY to the geometrie realization
Il(YI which is a hOlnotopy equivalence. It is in this sense that Il(YI is a model
for the loop space of Y.

Recall that, for an arbitrary topologieal group H, the usual lean realization
EH = IN HI of its nerve N H [7], [9], [43] is a classifying spaee for H, cf. [37], [43],
[46]; there is an analoguous construction of contractible total space EH together
with a free H-action and projection Illap onto BH, and this map is loeally trivial
provided (H, e) is a NDR (neighborhood defonnation retract) [47]. Below (H, e) will
always be a CvV-pair and henee a NDR, cf. e. g. the discussion in the appendix
to [44], and we shall exclusively deal with the lean realization BH = INHI.

The twisting function t froIll SY to ]( determines a morphism t: SY --+ W]{ of
simplicial sets where vV!{ refers to the reduced W -construction [38]. Hs realization
Ill: ISYI --+ IvV](I, combined with the chosen map a froIll Y to lSYI, yields a
map p from Y to IW K I. In [6], a canonical homeomorphism between IW]( land
Bll(1 has been constructed which is natural in ](. By llleans of it, we identify
henceforth IW](1 and BI](I. With these preparations out of the way, the assignment
to <P E lHom(K, G)l '" HOln(II(I, G) of the COlllposite (B<p)p yields a G-equivariant
map

(1.6) <fl: IHom(l(, G)l ---+ MapO(y, BG)

where G acts on BG by conjugation. By constrllction, this lnap assigns to q; a
classifying map of the principal G-bundle on Y arising from the principal I](I-bundle
K, via <p. Notice when G is discrete, the space IHom(]{, G)I boils down to the eliscrete
space Hom(7rl (Y), G) anel (1.6) picks the connected components of MapO(Y, BG)
each of which is contractible.

In general, G-bundles over a classifying space BH of an arbitrary topological
group H are not classified by representations of H in G. Thus the next result is
somewhat surprising and indicates that the realization I]{I of the Kan group !( has
certain special features.

Theorenl 1.7. The map <fl is a weak G-equivariant homotopy equivalence.

The only possible choice the map <fl relies on is that of a and, as already pointed
out, when Y is the realization of a reduced simplicial set, there is a canonical
such choice. For exaluple, Y could arise froln an ordered simplicial complex by
contraction of a nlaxilnal tree. We do not pursue these issues here.

We now begin with the preparations for the proof of Theorem 1.7. We shall see
the theorem comes down to the canonical lnap from G to rlBG. Let q ~ 1, and
consider the inclusion of the (q - 1)-skeleton yq-l into the q-skeleton yq. This is
a cofibration with cofibre a one point union V sq of as many q-spheres as Y has
q-cells.

Lel1una 1.8. T he i1lclusion 0f th e (q - 1) -skeleton into th e q-skeleton ind1Lces a
Hurewicz fibration

(1.8.1) IHolll(K(Vsq), G) I ---+ IHoln(]{yq, G)I ---+ IHom(](yq-l, G) I
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for the geometrie realizatio1ls.

For a one-point union VTj, the Kan group I{(VTj) anl0unts to the free prod
uct *I{Tj of the simplicial groups I(Tj . When yq-l is just the base point,
the assertion thus amounts to a hOlueomorphisl1l hetween IHom(I{(Vx

q
sq), G)11""V

IHOIU(*xqI{ sq, G) I anel x Xq IHOlu(I(sq, G) 1, and there is nothing to prove.

Proof. Let q 2:: 2, and suppose yq-l is luore than the base point. Consider the
cofibration Sq-l ---t Bq ----t sq of regular CW-complexes, the spheres Sq-l anel sq
having obvious such CvV-decompositions with two cells. Inspection shows that (1.8.1)
then boils down to the standard Hurewicz fibration

with contractible total space. In general, the fibration (1.8.1) is induced via the
attaching maps for the q-cells of Y fronl the product of such fibrations involving
as nlany copies as Y has q-cells, as indicated in the commutative diagranl

IHom(I«(Vsq), G) I
~

xxq_1MapO(Sq-I, G)

1 1
(1.8.2) IHolu(I(yq, G)l ) x X

q
-

1
MapO(Bq-l, G)

1 1
IHom(I{yq-l, G)I ) x X

q
-

1
MapO (sq-2 , G)

whose bOttolU map is induced by the attaching luaps of the q-cells of Y. 0

Proof of (1.7). The map <p is cOlupatible with the CW-structures and hence induces,
for n 2: 1, a commutative diagralu

1

1

IHom(K(VSn+ 1
), G)I

1
IHom(Kyn+l, G)I

1
jHOIU(I(yn , G) j

of fibrations. Since for a one-point union the Kan group equals the free product of
the h~an groups for the factors, in elegree oue, the lllap <pI amounts to a product
of copies of maps of the kind G --+ [lEG, the number of factors being given by the
number of l-cells of Y. Likewise, on the fibres, the map COlues down to a product
of copies of maps of the kind

the number of factors being given by the nUluber of (n + 1)-cells of Y. However,
MapO(sn+l, BG) equals Mapo(ssn, BG) where '5' refers to the based suspension
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operator, adjointness identifies Mapo
( S S Tl , B G) wi th Map0 (sn, üBG), and again we

are left with a standard hOlnotopy equivalence

By induction we can therefore conclude that <I> is a weak homotopy equivalence.
This proves the assertion. 0

As usual, we shall say that a map from .6. n to a smooth lnanifold M is smooth
when it is defined and smooth on a neighborhood of .6. n in the anlbient space.
Henceforth we write Smooth(-,') for spaces of smooth maps. We define the promised
smooth realization by

It is weakly homotopy equivalent to 11i) and lllay be vieweel as a lnodel for the
space of based gauge equivalence classes of connections on Y when the latter is a
smooth manifold.

Finally we explain briefly the notion of attaching element: We recall [14] that the
homotopy groups of K may be described as the homology groups of the MOORE

complex
;",r}·" ;",r d 1 ;",f d 2 M d3
lYi \.: lYiO +--=-- lYi1 f-=- 2 ~ .••

of !(. Here, for k 2 1, the group M k is the intersection nj;~ ker(dj) and the operator
dk in the Moore complex is the restrietion of the last face operator (denoted by the
same sYlnbol). It is also customary in the literature to take the intersection of the
kerneIs of the last face operators and to take the first face operator as boundary in
the Moore complex. Let t( u c) E X q be a free generator corresponding to a (q +1)-cell
C of Y 1 at tached via the map u c, restricted to the boundary of .6.q+1; the latter
represents an elelnent of 7rq(yq) which, under the standard isomorphisms between
7rq(yq), 7rq-l(Slyq), anel 7rq-l(I(yq), passes to the class in 7rq-l(!(yq) represented
by the value 8qx E !(q-l of the attaching element t(uc ).

REMARK. In [17], the relationship between reduced simplicial sets and simplicial
groups has been extended to one between connected simplicial sets and simplicial
groupoids. By means of it, we intend to generalize elsewhere the above constructions
to arbitrary simplicial c0111plexes and in particular to triangulated smooth lllanifolds.
This will enable us to remove the seemingly fuzzy notion of reduced CVol-complex
which is sOlnewhat unnatural for slnooth lllanifolds. More naively, cf. [31], given
an ordered simplicial cOIllplex Y, viewed as a siInplicial set, contracting a maximal
tree T yields a simplicial set Y /T, and the Kan construction applied to it yields a
free simplicial group !( and a twisting function t froln Y /T to !( so that K is a
loop complex for Y /T; composing with the projection from Y to Y/T we obtain
a twisting function t from Y to !{ so that !( is a loop cOInplex for Y 1 that is,
the resulting silnplicial principal bundle Y x t K -7 Y has contractible total space.
A similar theory can be made for ]( with the modification that the silnplices of Y
will not constitute a CW-basis of K. It remains to be seen which approach is the
most suitable one for what kind of problem.
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2. Closed surfaces

Let ~ be a closed topologieal sUlfaee of genus e 2: 0, endowed with the usual
CV·.,T-cleeomposition with a single O-eell 0, with l-eells Ul, VI, ... ,Ul, Vi, and with
a single 2-eell c. We suppose the eleeolnposition regular in the above sense. For
1 ~ j ~ €, write x j anel Yi for the based hOlllOtOpy class of U j and Vj respeetively,
anel denote by r the based hOlllOtOpy class of the attaching map for c. Then

P = (X)'Yl, ... ,Xt,Yti r )

is a presentation for the funelalllental group 7T of~. We suppose things have been
arranged in such a way that r = rr[x i, Yi] in the free group F on the generators.
'Nhen the genus is zero, P is to be interpreted as a non-trivial presentatioll of the
trivial group, with F the trivial group. The Kan group 1( = KL-. for L. is the
free siulplieial group with 1(0 = F, with K) the free group Oll 2f + 1 generators
r, SO(Xl), SO(Yl),' .. ,so(Xt), so(Yt) where only r is non-degenerate and, for q 2:: 2, l(q

is the free group on the (2e +q) elegenerate generators

Moreover, the only face operators which are not determinecl by thc simplicial
identities are

anel the degeneracy operators are cOlllpletely detennined by the construction itself.
In particular, for genus e2:: 1, the Moore complex of ]( has zero'th homology group
7Tl (~) anel is exact in higher dinlensions.

The relator r induces a smooth lllap froln GZl to G in the usual way, where
G2t is interpreted to be a single point when e is zero; abusing notation, we denote
this lllap by rasweil. The geometrie realization 11i1 of the resulting cosimplicial
space 1i = Hom(l(, G) is the fibre of r. In fact, the diagrarn (1.8.2), with q = 2,
now boils down to

IHolll(K(S2), G)I
~

OG

1 1
(2.1) IHolll(I(~, G) I > M apO(B1 , G)

1 1
G2l r

G

where OG refers to the space MapO(Sl, G) of based loops as usual and BI to the
closed interval. In partieular, when the genus e is zero, IHom(I(L., G)I amounts to
OG. This illustrates once more the weH known relationship between moduli spaces
over a complex curve anel the loop group, cf. [41].

The topological type of the corresponding bundles, that is, the connected com
ponents of the realization 11i1, may be described as follows: We take the de
scription of l']-ll as the fibre of r, that is to say, 11i1 is now thc space of
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pairs (w, 4» where w E G2l and cjJ: I -+ G is a path in G from e to r(w).
Given a point (w,4» = (Wl,W2, ... ,W2l-l,W2l,c/» of ltll, pick paths Uj in G
from e to Wj and let 'I.jJ: 1 -+ G be the path in G from e to r(w) given by
7jJ(t) = [Ul(t),U2(t)] ... [UU-l(t),U2t(t)]. Then the composite 7jJ-l +4> is a closed path
in G from e to e; its dass in ?Tl (G) represent the topological type or connected
component of 11-l1 in which (w,4» lies.

We now show how the based gauge equivalence classes of the critical sets of the
Yang-Mills functional for the gauge theory over ~ with reference to thc group G
[2] can be found in the space Itll: Suppose at first that ~ is not a 2-sphere. \Nrite
7T = ?Tl (~) and view ?T as a sinlplicial group {1Tq} with ?Tq = ?T for each q and all face
and degeneracy operators the identity lnap. The canonical projection of sinlplicial
groups froln 1{ = ]<.....~ to 7T has kerne! the !(an group l(Y where Y arises froln the
universal covering ~ of ~ by contraction of a Inaximal tree to a point, and there
results an extension

1 -r ](Y -t ]( -t ?T -t 1

of simplicial groups. Their realizations yield the extension

1 -r I]{Y! -r 1](1 -r 7f -r 1

of topological groups and the group 7Toll(YI of connected components of II(YI Inay
be identified with thc kernel N of the projection from F = lio to 1r; notice 1roII(YI
amounts to the fundamental group of the I-skeleton of E. Dividing out [N, F] we
obtain the groups N/[lV, F] ~ Z and r = N/[N, F] which yield the universal central
extension

I-rZ-rr-r7T-ri

of ?T, the central copy Z being generated by r [N, F] . The injection of Z into the
reals R then induces the central extension

1 --+ R --+ r R --+ ?T ---+ 1

of 1r. The projection of I]{YI onto its group 7foII{YI of connected cOlllponents, cbm

bined with the prajection anto Z :: N/[F, N], extends to a continuous homolnorphisnl
{) from 11CYI to R. In fact, adjointness yields a bijection

Hom(l(Y, SR) --+ Hom(I](YI, R)

where SR is the singular cOlnplex of R, viewed as a simplicial group, and it is
straightforward to extend the assignment of 1 to r to a morphism of silnplicial groups
from ](Y to SR. The homomorphism {), in turn, induces a continuous surjective
homomorphisln e from 11(J to rR as indicated in thc cOffilnutative diagrarn

1

1

I](YI

~l
R

-----4-) I](I --~) 1r

--~) 1r

--4) 1

---)-) 1

of extensions of topological groups. The homomorphisln einduces an il1jection

Hom(rR , G) --+ Hom(II<1, G) = Itll.
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The space Hom(rR , G) is weIl known to be that of based gauge equivalence classes of
the critical sets of thc Yang-Mills functional (for all topological types of bundles) [2].
Fonnally, the subspace HOIn(rR, G) of 11i1 decomposes the latter into G-equivariant
"Morse strata"; in fact, it yields a kind of Harder-Narasimhan filtration of 11iI, and the
resulting decollIposition of the latter is a kind of generalized Birkhoff decomposition,
cf. [41] and what is said below. There is even an obvious candidate for a Morse
function arising froln the energy of the paths in SmoothO(B I

, G) ~ MapO(B I , G), cf.
(2.1)j note that BI is just the unit interval, and we run into a certain variational
problem with additional boundary constraints cOlning frolll the word Inap r. Details
have not been worked out yet.

We now explain briefly how under thc present circumstances a homotopy inverse
of the map <P, cf. (1.6) above, Inay be obtained. Given a sInooth principal bundle
~ on ~, the holonomy yields a snlooth Inap from the space A(~) of COllilections to
HOIn(II(I, G) = 11i1 which, after a suitable choice of {) has beeIl made, restricts to a
map from the space of Yang-Mills connections to Hom(rR , G). More precisely, with
the present cOIlventioIls, the surface ~ is obtailled from a 2-simplex ~2 with vertices
Aa, Al, A2 in such a way that its characteristic map Cf sends the faces (Aa, Al) and
(Al, A2 ) to the O-cell and the face (Aa, A2 ) to the boundary path II[uj, Vj]. For
each point p of the first face (Al, A 2 ), let w p be the linear path in ~2 joining the
vertex Aa with p. The assignInent to a connection A on ~ of the holonomies of
the closed paths Cf 0 1l j and Cf 0 v j yields a SIllooth ,map fronl the space A (~) of
connections to G2l , and the assignment to A of the holonomies of the closed paths
Cf 0 wp yields a lift of this lllap to the space j1ilsmooth which is smooth in a suitable
sense. Assembling these maps over all topological types of bundles we obtain in
fact a homotopy inverse of the above map <P. The existence of this map is due
to the fact that we are working over a topological surface where the combinatorics
of the situation is siInple. Finer combinatorial tools will perhaps yield a homotopy
inverse of <P in general.

When ~ is the 2-sphere, in view of the identification of Hom(II(I, G) with
MapO(Sl, G) = nG, with G = SI, we see there is a surjective homomorphism from
1[(1 to SI which classifies the universal cover of 1[(1. For general G, this surjection
induces an embedding of Hom(Sl, G) into Hom(I[(I, G) = nG. The space HOIn(Sl, G)
is weIl known to be that of based gauge equivalence classes of the critical sets of
the Yang-Mills functional over the 2-sphere [2], cf. also [20], yielding the Birkhoff
decoInposition, cf. [41J.

vVe conclude this Section with a topological relnark. The fihrations (1.8.1) are
known to be rationally trivial, at least for G simply connected. Some hints for the
general case may be found in [15], and, for the present special case, where (1.8.1)
boils down to the left-hand vertical fibration in (2.1), the rational triviality may be
found in [2]. It also follows from Theorem 7.1 in [24]. However, over the integers,
the fibration under discussion is in general certainly not trivial. We brieHy explain
this for Y a closed surface ~: It is well known that the word map T from GU

to G map is not null homotopic unless G is abelian, cf. [26]. For example, for
G = SU(2), the COllullutator map frOln G x G to G factors through 56 = 53 A 53

and generates 71"6(53) which is finite cyclic of order 12. In fact, this generator is
the SAMELSON product [a, a] where a refers to the generator of 71"3 (S3). A general
word map r produces higher degree generators in the homotopy of G whence r will
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certainly not be null homotopic. In particular, with coefficients in a finite field, the
spectral sequence of the fibration will in general be non-trivial.

3. 3-conlplexes alld 3-1nallifolds

Let Y be a 3-complex with a single 3-cell, for example, a closed compact 3
lllanifold, endowed with a regular CVv-decolnposition with a single O-cell 0, with
1-cells UI, ... , Ul, 2-cells Cl, ... , Cl, and a single 3-cell c. For 1 ~ j ~ €, write x j

and l'j for the based hOll10tOpy classes of U j and Cj, respectively, and denote by a

the based homotopy dass of the attaching n1ap for c. Then

S = (Xl, . .. ,Xli 1'1,' .. ,rlj a)

is a spine for yP j in particular, (i) the data P = (Xl,' .. ,xe; r1, . .. ,re) constitute a
prescntation of the fundamental group 1r of Y so that the attaching maps of thc
2-cells assign a word W j in the free group F on the generators to each relator r j,

and (ii) the attaching map a of the single 3-cell assigns an identity among relations

(3.1)

to C representing the element of the second homotopy group 1r2 (y2
) of the 2-skeleton

y 2 of Y which is killed by the 3-cell c; here each Zk is an element of F, and thc
meaning of "identity an10ng relations" will be lnade dear below in tenns of the
structure of thc I(an group. See [11] for 1l10re details on thc notion of idcntity
among relations.

To speIl out the I(an group ]{ = KY for Y, we do not distinguish in notation
between the values of the characteristic n1aps of the cells under the twisting function
t froll1 SY to ]( and the based hOll10tOpy classes in the spine S they correspond to.
With these preparations out of the way, the group K is the free silnplicial group with
](0 = F, with ](1 the free group on 2€ generators rl, ... , 1'l, so{xI), . .. ,so(xt}, the
1'1, .. . ,1'l being non-degenerate, with ](2 the free group on 3R degenerate generators

together with a single non-degenerate generator a, and, for q ~ 3, !(q is free on a
certain nUlnber of degenerate generators. Moreover, the only face operators which
are not determined by the simplicial identities are

do{rj) = e, d1 (1'j) = Wj E ](0, do(a) = e, d1(a) = e,

d2(u) = (sozd1'j: (sozd- 1 ... (SOZm)rj: (SQ Zm)-1 E Kl, Cj = ±1,

and the degeneracy operators are completely detennined by the simplicial identities
as weIl. vVe note that i to be an identity among relations mcans precisely that
d1d2 (a) = e 01', equivalently, that the word i in the generators of F arising from
subs ti tuting each W j for r j redliees to the trivial element of F. In particular, the

part Mo Ä MI t:- M2 of the Moore cOlnplex of ]( determines an exact sequence
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which is just the part

15

of the long exact hornotopy sequence of the pair (Y, y I
). The resulting cosimplicial

manifold 1-l = Horn(I(, G) has Ho = Gi, H I = CU, H2 = C3t+I
, etc., the coface anel

codegeneracy maps being determincd by the siInplicial structure of I( spelled out
above.

The e-tuple (Tl, ... , TL) of relators induces a smooth map from Cl to Cl in the
usual way which we denote by T with an abuse of notation wherc Ci is interpreted
to be a single point when eis zero, and the geolnetric realization of the cosimplicial
space Horn(I(y2 , C) is the hornoto]JY fibre of T, as inspection of the diagram (1.8.2)
with q = 2 shows. Consequently, the geometrie realization of 1-l = Hom(I{, G) admits
the following description: The attaching rnap of the single 3-cell of Y induces a
honl0morphism of free simplicial groups frorn 1(52 to Ky2 which is given by thc
assigrll11ent to a free generator of the free cyclic group !(1 (52) of

This hornomorphism induces a rnap a* from IHonl(Ky 2 , C)I to IHom(!{52, G)I = OG,
and the realization IHom(!(Y, G)I is the hornotopy fibre of the map a*.

4. Simply connected polyhedra and 4-1nanifolds

A simply connected 4-manifold Y may be written as the cofibre of a map f
from the 3-sphere 53 to a bunch Vi5J of f copies of the 2-sphere. In general
this construction yields a simply cOl1nected 4-complex with a single 4-cell c, with
characteristic map a fronl ß 4 to Y; it is of the homotopy type of a 4-manifold
if and only if the attachil1g lnap f induces a non-degenerate quadratic form on
H2 Y ~ Zl. However, for non-degenerate intersection form, it lnay not yield all
smooth simply connected 4-manifolds and finer decompositions might be necessary
to recover these. Moreover, working with more general CW-complexes, we could
lnodel arbitrary non-simply connected 4-lnanifolds but we concentrate here on the
present situation anel Inolllentarily work with a general 4-complex as above Y arising
from an arbitrary attaching map f of the mentioned kind. The corresponding !(an
group K = I(Y has 1(0 trivial, 1{1 the free group on f generators t(ad, ... , t(O'i),
where 0'1, ... , O'l are the characteristic maps of the 2-cells of Y, !(2 the free group
on the 2e degenerate generators

(4.1)

and !(3 the free graup on the 3e degenerate generators

together with a single non-degenerate generator t(0'). The only face operators which
are not deternlined by the sinlplicial identities are
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Notice da(a) is a singular 3-simplex of Y and t(da(a)) E ](z is a word in the
free generators (4.1); in analogy with what was said in previous Sections, we write
r = t (d3 ( a )) E ](2.

We now explaill how this element r may be made explicit. To this end we recall
that, by aresult of J. H. C. \\Thi tehead, 1fa (y Z

) = 7ra (V l 5J) equals the universal

quadratic group r(7r2(Y)) (18] on 7rz(Y) and hence is free abelian of rank (lt1),
cf. [5, 49, 50]; more explicitly, after a choice aj E 7rz(5J) ~ Z and bj E 7r3(5J) rv Z
of generators has been lnade, where 1 ::; j :::; n, a basis of 7r3 (y2 ) is giyen by
b), . .. ,be and the vVhitehead products [ai, aj] for i < j. We now translate this
to the second hOlnotopy group 7r2 (Ky2) (~7T'J(y2) ) of the Kan group on the
2-skeleton Y z: For a single 2-sphere 5z, the !(an group K 52 has ](1 free cyclic with
generator x = t(al) and the Moore complex !vI52 has Mo = e, MI = Z, and Mz
the cornmtttator subgroup of K z = SO](1 * s] K I . The first honlology group of M 52
equals ](]; this is a copy of the integers as it should be since it is just 7rZ5 2 and,
likewise, the second homology group of lvI8z is a copy of the integers, generated
by the commutator [so (x), SI (x)] E [](2 , ](2]; this element corresponds to the Hopf
map from 53 to 8 2 which generates 7T'3(SZ). See [31] (p. 310) for details.

\\Te now return to our 2-complex y 2 = Vt5J. For simplicity, for 1 :::; j :::; I!, write
x j = t (a j) E ](1 for the free generators corresponding to the 2-spheres in Y. The
Kan group ]{y2 has ](z = SO!(1 *SI ](1 anel K 3 = 51 SO]{] *S250!(] *5zS1 ]{1 etc., anel
the Moore complex of y2 has first honlology group the group !(1 nlade abelian anel
second hOlnology group generated by the classes of the commutators

and of the elements

The elements Vj and Wi,j correspond to the generators written bj and [ai, aj] above,
respectively. The fornler assertion is obvious and the latter one Inay be seen by
inspection of the long exact honl0topy sequence of the extension

1 -+ [K, !{]Ab -+ !(/[[!(, !(], [1(, K]] --t K Ab -+ 1

of simplicial groups: In fact, the canonical 11laps from [li, K] to !( and [li, !(] to
[K,I(]Ab induce an isomorphism from 7T'2(!() onto 7r2([!{,I{]Ab), and the action of
7rI (I(Ab) on 7r2({I(,I{]Ab) corresponds to the operation of Whitehead product in
7rz (y2

) . The at taching eleruent r is now a word in the vj and the W i ,j . Moreover
the quadratic fornl on the second integral cohomology may be described in thc
following way: The relevant part of WHITEHEAO'S exact sequence [50] looks like

b
H4 (Y) --t r( 7r2 (Y)) -+ 7r3 (Y)

and the quadratic map from 7r2 (Y) = H2 (Y) to Hz (Y) C9 Hz (Y) given by the
assignlnent to a of a 0 a factors through a horuomorphism of abelian groups from
r(7r2 (Y)) to H2(Y) 0 Hz (Y). The composite thereof with the boundary b yields a
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hOlllomorphisln from H4 (Y) to Hz(Y) 0 Hz(Y) the dual of whieh is the interseetion
pairing on Y. In particular Y models the homotopy type of a sitnply connected
4-ulanifold if and only if this pairing is non-degenerate. The non-degeneraey of the
intersection pairing now translates in an obvious way to a condition on the word
Inap r. Notice the silnilarity of the situation with that over a surface, cf. Section
2 above.

The cosimplicial Inanifold 'H = HOlll(J(, G) has Ho = e, H1 = Gi, Hz = CU,
H3 = G3f+l) and the only part of the cosimplicial structure which is not detennined
by the structure itself is the eomposite of 6 3 from Hz to H3 with the projection
onto the primitive part G of H3 which corresponds to the single 4-cell of Y. We
write this as a word Inap l' frol11 Ce x Ce to G. This makes perfeet sense since it is
given by the assignment to (Cl, ... ,Ce, d1, ... ,de) E G2l of the elenlent of Gwhich
is 0 btained by substituting Cj and dj for eaeh occurrenee of 80 ( X j) and of 81 (x j ))

respectively, in r = t(d3 (a)) E ](z. The sluooth geometrie realization of 'H may now
be described as the spaee of pairs (4)1, cP3) of smooth maps 4>1: ß 1 -r H1 = Gf. and
4>3: ß3 ---7 G subjeet to the eonditions

(1) 4>1 (0) = 4>1 (1) = e,
(2) 4>3 has eonstant value e on the first three faees of ß 3, and
(3) the diagral11

(4.2)

ßz
,!"3

) ß3

(tPI0l10,cPI011
1

)1 1cP3

Cl X Cl C
r

is eOlumutative. In sOlne more detail, realize the standard simplex ß q in Rq+1 as
usual as the subset of points (to, ... ,tq) defined by t j 2:: 0 and L: t j = 1 so that the
Inaps 1]0 and 1]1 frolll ß z to ß 1 are given by

Notiee the resulting map (1]0,1]1) frolll ßz to 6 1 x.6.1 iclentifies 62 with one of
the two simpliees in the triangulation of ~1 X 61 eoming into play in the shuffie
map, cf. p. 243 of [35] . When we take (tl) ... , t q) as indepenelent variables on
t:,.q, the realization of 'H appears as the space of pairs of G-valueel smooth maps
(cP1, 4>3), where 4>] is a smooth function of a single variable tEl w hile 4>3 is a
smooth function of three variables t1,t2, t3 defined for t} + tz + t3 ~ 1 anel t j 2: 0,
subject to the conditions

(1) 4>1 (0) = 4>1 (1) = e,
(2) 4>3 (tl, tz , t3) = e if t1 = 0, tz = 0, or if t1 + tz + t3 = 1, and
(3) 4>3(t1,tz,0) = r(cP1(tI),4>1(t] +tz)).

"Vhen Y underlies a snlooth 4-manifold, this space of maps is a model for the space
of based gauge equivalence classes of cOllnections on aU topologieal types of bundles
on Y. Perhaps moduli spaces of based gauge equivalence classes of ASD-connections
ean be faund within this space.
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We conclude this Section with a reulark on the topology of the space of bascd
gauge equivalence classes of al1 connections: Under the present circumstances,
IHom(I(y~2,G)l = x/nG, and the diagram (1.8.2) boils down to

IHoln(I((54), G)I
~

MapO(53, G)

1 1
IHom( I(Y~, G) I ) MapO(B3, G)

1 1
xenG

T ) M apO(52 , G)

where the ll1ap T adnüts the following description: An element of xenG is a map 4>
frolU .6. 1 to Gi which sends the end points to ej now T is given by the assignment
to 4> of the composite

(4.3)

Inspection shows that this composite indeed vanishes on the boundary of 6.2 anc!
heuce passes to a based map fronl the 2-sphere to G. As already pointed out,
the left-hand vertical fibration in (4.3) is rationally trivial, cf. (15], see also [24],
whence T is rationally homotopically trivial. However, over the integers, Twill
in general not be trivial. For exaluple, let Y be complex projective 2-space with
the obvious cell decoluposition, so that f = 1 and the attaching lnap is thc Hopf
map from 53 to 52. Homotopically, the map T then amounts to thc map froll1
MapO(52 , BG) to MapO(53, BG) induced by the Hopf map. For SiUlplicity, let
G = SU(2). Now 7r.1(MapO(52 ,BG)) ~ 7f6(BG) :: 7r5(53) which is cyclic of order 2,
and we cau represent the non-trivial eleulent by a non-trivial principal SU(2)-bundle
on 54 X 52. In particular, its long exact hOluOtOpy sequence will have non-trivial
boundary operators. Under the nlap fronl 54 X 53 to 54 X 52 induced by thc Hopf
map, the bundle passes to a principal SU(2)-bundle on 54 X 53 having essentially
the same long exact hOlllotopy sequence as thc bundle on 54 x 52; in particular, the
bundle on 54 X 53 is non-trivial either. A little thought reveals that this implics
that the luap frOll1 MapO(S2, BG) to MapO(53, BG) induced by the Hopf map is
not null homotopic.
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